
Introducing ClaudeCode: Your Personal Jupyter 
Research Assistant

This presentation introduces ClaudeCode, an AIpowered assistant that can help with data research 
and coding in Jupyter notebooks.
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Introduction

ClaudeCode is an AI-powered assistant that can help 
automate data research and coding.

Traditional process of data research with Jupyter 
involves manual coding and execution.



How ClaudeCode Works

●  ClaudeCode is connected to your Jupyter 
session and can generate code based on your 
requirements.

●  It can modify data, train models, and execute 
code on your behalf.

●  ClaudeCode records history conversations and 
generated code to maintain context.

●  It is aware of the data currently in memory, 
including pandas dataframes' columns, 
meanings, and dtypes.



ClaudeCode can save time and 
effort by automating data research 
and coding tasks.

It can generate code that is 
optimized and efficient, leading to 
better performance and accuracy.

Benefits of Using ClaudeCode

ClaudeCode can also improve 
productivity and reduce errors by 
handling repetitive or complex 
tasks.



Use Cases for ClaudeCode

●  ClaudeCode can be used for a range of 
data research and coding tasks, including 
data cleaning, analysis, and modeling.

●  It can also be useful for tasks such as 
feature engineering, hyperparameter 
tuning, and data visualization.

●  ClaudeCode is particularly effective for 
tasks that are repetitive or require 
significant coding.
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ClaudeCode will 
generate code based on 
these requirements and 
execute it on the user's 
behalf.

Getting Started with ClaudeCode

To get started with 
ClaudeCode, users can 

connect it to their Jupyter 
session and provide 

requirements for the 
task.

Users can also review the 
generated code and modify 

it as needed.



Conclusion

●  ClaudeCode is an AI-powered assistant 
that can help automate data research and 
coding tasks in Jupyter.

●  It can save time, improve efficiency and 
productivity, and reduce errors.

●  By using ClaudeCode, users can focus on 
higher-level tasks and leave the coding to 
the AI assistant.



Thank you. Please feel free to ask any questions. 
😄


